Recently Friedman proved Alon's conjecture for many families of d-regular graphs, namely that given any ǫ > 0 "most" graphs have their largest non-trivial eigenvalue at most 2 √ d − 1+ ǫ in absolute value; if the absolute value of the largest non-trivial eigenvalue is at most 2 √ d − 1 then the graph is said to be Ramanujan. These graphs have important applications in communication network theory, allowing the construction of superconcentrators and nonblocking networks, coding theory and cryptography. As many of these applications depend on the size of the largest non-trivial positive and negative eigenvalues, it is natural to investigate their distributions. We show these are well-modeled by the β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution for several families. If the observed growth rates of the mean and standard deviation as a function of the number of vertices holds in the limit, then in the limit approximately 52% of d-regular graphs from bipartite families should be Ramanujan, and about 27% from nonbipartite families (assuming the largest positive and negative eigenvalues are independent).
Introduction

Families of Graphs
In this paper we investigate the distribution of the largest non-trivial eigenvalues associated to d-regular undirected graphs 1 . A graph G is bipartite if the vertex set of G can be split into two disjoint sets A and B such that every edge connects a vertex in A with one in B, and G is dregular if every vertex is connected to exactly d vertices. To any graph G we may associate a real symmetric matrix, called its adjacency matrix, by setting a ij to be the number of edges connecting vertices i and j. Let us write the eigenvalues of G by λ 1 (G) ≥ · · · ≥ λ N (G), where G has N vertices. We call any eigenvalue equal to ±d a trivial eigenvalue (there is an eigenvalue of −d if and only if the graph is bipartite), and all other eigenvalues are called non-trivial. The eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix provide much information about the graph. We give two such properties to motivate investigations of the eigenvalues; see [DSV, Sar1] for more details.
First, if G is d-regular then λ 1 (G) = d (the corresponding eigenvector is all 1's); further, λ 2 (G) < d if and only if G is connected. Thus if we think of our graph as a network, λ 2 (G) tells us whether or not all nodes can communicate with each other. For network purposes, it is natural to restrict to connected graphs without self-loops.
Second, a fundamental problem is to construct a well-connected network so that each node can communicate with any other node "quickly" (i.e., there is a short path of edges connecting any two vertices). While a simple solution is to take the complete graph as our network, these graphs are expensive: there are N vertices and N 2 = N (N − 1)/2 edges. We want a well-connected network where the number of edges grows linearly with N . Let V be the set of vertices for a graph G, and E its set of edges. The boundary ∂U of a U ⊆ V is the set of edges connecting U to V \ U . The expanding constant h(G) is
and measures the connectivity of G. If {G m } is a family of connected d-regular graphs, then we call {G m } a family of expanders if lim m→∞ |G m | = ∞ and there exists an ǫ > 0 such that for all m, h(G m ) ≥ ǫ. Expanders have two very important properties: they are sparse (|E| grows at most linearly with |V |), and they are highly connected (the expanding constants have a positive lower bound). These graphs have important applications in communication network theory, allowing the construction of superconcentrators and nonblocking networks [Bien, Pi] , as well as applications to coding theory [SS] and cryptography [GILVZ] ; see [Sar2] for a brief introduction to expanders. The Cheeger-Buser inequalities 2 (due to Alon and Milman [AM] and Dodziuk [Do] ) give upper and lower bounds for the expanding constant of a finite d-regular connected graph in terms of the spectral gap (the separation between the first and second largest eigenvalues) d − λ 2 (G):
Thus we have a family of expanders if and only if there exists an ǫ > 0 such that for all m, d − λ 2 (G m ) ≥ ǫ. Finding graphs with small λ 2 (G) lead to large spectral gaps and thus sparse, highly connected graphs. For many problems, the behavior is controlled by the largest absolute value of a non-trivial eigenvalue. We write λ + (G) (resp., λ − (G)) for the largest non-trivial positive eigenvalue (resp., the most negative non-trivial eigenvalue) of G, and set λ(G) = max (|λ + (G)|, |λ − (G)|). AlonBoppana, Burger, and Serre proved that for any family {G m } of finite connected d-regular graphs with lim m→∞ |G m | = ∞, we have lim inf m→∞ λ(G m ) ≥ 2 √ d − 1; in fact, Friedman [Fr1] proved that if G is a d-regular (d ≥ 3) graph with n vertices, then
Thus we are led to search for graphs with λ(G) ≤ 2 √ d − 1; such graphs are called Ramanujan 3 (see [Mur] for a nice survey). Explicit constructions are known when d is 3 [Chiu] or q + 1, where q is either an odd prime [LPS, Mar] or a prime power [Mor] . Alon [Al] conjectured that as N → ∞, for d ≥ 3 and any ǫ > 0, "most" d-regular graphs on N vertices have λ(G) ≤ 2 √ d − 1 + ǫ; it is known that the 2 √ d − 1 cannot be improved upon. Upper bounds on λ(G) of this form give a good spectral gap. Recently, Friedman [Fr2] proved Alon's conjecture for many models of d-regular graphs. Our goal in this work is to numerically investigate the distribution of λ ± (G) and λ(G) for these and other families of d-regular graphs. By identifying the limiting distribution of these eigenvalues, we are led to the conjecture that for many families of d-regular graphs, in the limit as the number of vertices tends to infinity the probability a graph in the family has λ(G) ≤ 2 √ d − 1 tends to approximately 52% if the family is bipartite, and about 27% otherwise.
Specifically, consider a family
we use m for the first exponent as it arises from studying the means, and s for the second as it arises from studying the standard deviations. Our objective is to see if, as G varies in a family F N,d , whether or not λ ± (G) converges to a universal distribution as N → ∞. We therefore subtract off the sample mean and divide by the standard deviation to obtain a mean 0, variance 1 data set, which will facilitate comparisons to candidate distributions. We write the subtracted mean as a sum of two terms. The first is 2 √ d − 1, the expected mean as N → ∞. The second is the remaining effect, which is observed to be negative (see the concluding remarks in [Fr2] and [HLW] ), and is found to be negative in all our experiments. We shall assume in our discussions below that c µ,N,d,± < 0. Of particular interest is whether or not
If this is negative (for both λ ± (G)), if λ ± (G) converges to a universal distribution, and if λ + (G) and λ − (G) are independent for the non-bipartite families, then in the limit a positive percent of graphs in F N,d are not Ramanujan. This follows from the fact that, for |λ ± (G)|, in the limit a negligible fraction of the standard deviation suffices to move beyond 2
) > 0 then we may move many multiples of the standard deviation and still be below 2 √ d − 1 (see Remark 2.1 for a more detailed explanation).
Remark 1.1 (Families of d-regular graphs)
. We describe the families we investigate. For convenience in our studies we always take N to be even. Friedman [Fr2] showed that for fixed ǫ, for the families G N,d , H N,d and I N,d defined below, as N → ∞ "most" graphs 4 have
• B N,d . We let B N,d denote the set of d-regular bipartite graphs on N vertices. We may model these by letting π 1 denote the identity permutation and choosing d − 1 independent permutations of {1, . . . , N/2}. For each choice we consider the graph with edge set E : {(i, π j (i) + N/2) : i ∈ {1, . . . , N/2}, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}} .
(1.5)
. . , π d/2 be chosen independently from the N ! permutations of {1, . . . , N }. For each choice of π 1 , . . . , π d/2 form the graph with edge set
can have multiple edges and self-loops, and a self-loop at vertex i contribute 2 to a ii .
• H N,d . These are constructed in the same manner as G N,d , with the additional constraint that the permutations are chosen independently from the (N − 1)! permutations whose cyclic decomposition is one cycle of length N .
• 
Tracy-Widom Distributions
We investigate in detail the distribution of λ ± (G) for d-regular graphs related to two of the families above, the perfect matching family I N,d and the bipartite family B N,d (by Remark 1.2 we need only study λ + (G) for the bipartite family). Explicitly, for N even we study
, and SCB N,d ; we restrict to connected graphs as d is a multiple eigenvalue for disconnected graphs. As d and N increase, so too does the time required to uniformly choose a Figure 1 : Plots of the three Tracy-Widom distributions: f 1 (s) has the smallest maximum amplitude, then f 2 (s) and then f 4 (s). As there are known constructions of Ramanujan graphs for d equal to 3 or q + 1 (where q is either an odd prime or a prime power), d = 7 is the first instance where there is no known explicit construction to produce Ramanujan graphs. In the interest of space we report in detail on the d = 3 computations for λ + (G). We remark briefly on the other computations and results, which are similar and are available upon request from the authors; much of the data and programs used are available at http://www.math.princeton.edu/mathlab/ramanujan/ We conjecture that the distributions of λ ± (G) are independent in non-bipartite families and each converges to the β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution (see Conjecture 1.3 for exact statements). We summarize our numerical investigations supporting this conjecture in §1.3, and content ourselves here with describing why it is natural to expect the β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution to be the answer. The Tracy-Widom distributions model the limiting distribution of the normalized largest eigenvalues for many ensembles of matrices. There are three distributions f β (s): (i) β = 1, corresponding to orthogonal symmetry (GOE); (ii) β = 2, corresponding to unitary symmetry (GUE); (iii) β = 4, corresponding to symplectic symmetry (GSE). These distributions can be expressed in terms of a particular Painlevé II function, and are plotted in Figure 1 .
We describe some of the problems where the Tracy-Widom distributions arise, and why the β = 1 distribution should describe the distributions of λ ± (G). The first is in the distribution of the largest eigenvalue (as N → ∞) in the N × N Gaussian Orthogonal, Unitary and Symplectic Ensembles [TW2] . For example, consider the N × N Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble. From the scaling in Wigner's Semi-Circle Law [Meh2, Wig] , we expect the eigenvalues to be of order √ N . Denoting the largest eigenvalue of A by λ max (A), the normalized largest eigenvalue λ max (A) satisfies
here σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution of the off-diagonal entries, and is often taken to be 1 or 1/ √ 2. As N → ∞ the distribution of λ max (A) converges to f 1 (s). The Tracy-Widom distributions also arise in combinatorics in the analysis of the length of the largest increasing subsequence of a random permutation and the number of boxes in rows of random standard Young tableaux [BDJ, BOO, BR1, BR2, Jo1] , in growth problems [BR3, GTW, Jo3, PS1, PS2] , random tilings [Jo2] , the largest principal component of covariances matrices [So] , queuing theory [Ba, GTW] , and superconductors [VBAB] ; see [TW3] for more details and references.
It is reasonable to conjecture that, appropriately normalized, the limiting distributions of λ ± (G) in the families of d-regular graphs considered by Friedman converges to the β = 1 TracyWidom distribution (the largest eigenvalue is always d). One reason for this is that to any graph G we may associate its adjacency matrix A(G), where a ij is the number of edges connecting vertices i and j. Thus a family of d-regular graphs on N vertices gives us a sub-family of N × N real symmetric matrices, and real symmetric matrices typically have β = 1 symmetries. While McKay [McK] showed that for fixed d the density of normalized eigenvalues is different than the semi-circle found for the GOE (though as d → ∞ the limiting distribution does converge to the semi-circle), Jakobson, Miller, Rivin and Rudnick [JMRR] experimentally found that the spacings between adjacent normalized eigenvalues agreed with the GOE. As the spacings in the bulk agree in the limit, it is plausible to conjecture that the spacings at the edge agree in the limit as well; in particular, that the density of the normalized second largest eigenvalue converges to f 1 (s).
Summary of Experiments, Results and Conjectures
We numerically investigated the eigenvalues for the families
Most of the simulations were performed on a 1.6GHz Centrino processor running version 7 of Matlab over several months; the data indicates that the rate of convergence is probably controlled by the logarithm of the number of vertices, and thus there would not be significant gains in seeing the limiting behavior by switching to more powerful systems. 6 The data is available at http://www.math.princeton.edu/mathlab/ramanujan/ We varied N from 26 up to 50, 000. For each N we randomly chose 1000 graphs G from the various ensembles, and calculated λ ± (G). Letting µ
denote the mean and standard deviation of the sample data (these are functions of N , and
, we studied the distribution of
This normalizes our data to have mean 0 and variance 1, which we compared to the β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution; as an additional test, we also compared our data to β = 2 and 4 Tracy-Widom distributions, as well as the standard normal.
Before stating our results, we comment on some of the difficulties of these numerical investigations.
7 If g(s) is a probability distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 , then σg(σx + µ) has mean 0 and variance 1. As we do not know the normalization constants in (1.4) for the second largest eigenvalue, it is natural to study (1.8) and compare our sample distributions to the normalized β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution 8 . In fact, even if we did know the constants it is still worth normalizing our data in order to determine if other distributions, appropriately scaled, provide good fits as well. As remarked in §1.2, there are natural reasons to suspect that the β = 1 Tracy-Widom is the limiting distribution; however, as Figure 2 shows, if we normalize the three Tracy-Widom distributions to have mean 0 and variance 1 then they are all extremely close to the standard normal. The fact that several different distributions can provide good fits to the data is common in random matrix theory. For example, Wigner's surmise 9 for the spacings between adjacent normalized eigenvalues in the bulk of the spectrum is extremely close to the actual answer (and in fact Wigner's surmise is often used for comparison purposes, as it is easier to plot than the actual answer 10 ). While the two distributions are quite close (see [Gau, Meh1, Meh2] ) and both often provide good fits to data, they are unequal and it is the Fredholm determinant that is correct 11 . We see a similar phenomenon, as for many of our data sets we obtain good fits from the three normalized Tracy-Widom distributions and the standard normal. It is therefore essential that we find a statistic sensitive to the subtle differences between the four normalized distributions.
We record the mean, standard deviation, and the percent of the mass to the left of the mean for the three Tracy-Widom distributions (and the standard normal) in Table 1 . The fact that the four distributions have different percentages of their mass to the left of the mean gives us a statistical test to determine which of the four distributions best models the observed data.
Thus, in addition to comparing the distribution of the normalized eigenvalues in (1.8) to the normalized Tracy-Widom distributions, we also computed the percentage of time that λ ± (G) 7 Another difficulty is that the Matlab code was originally written to investigate bipartite graphs. The symmetry of the eigenvalues allowed us to just look at the second largest eigenvalue; when we ran the code for non-bipartite graphs, we originally did not realize this had been hardwired. Thus there we were implicitly assuming λ(G) = λ + (G), which is frequently false for non-bipartite graphs. This error led us to initially conjecture 52% of these graphs are Ramanujan in the limit, instead of the 27% we discuss later.
8 The Tracy-Widom distributions [TW1] could have been defined in an alternate way as mean zero distributions if lower order terms had been subtracted off; as these terms were kept, the resulting distributions have non-zero means. These correction factors vanish in the limit, but for finite N result in an N -dependent correction (we divide by a quantity with the same N -dependence, so the resulting answer is a non-zero mean). This is similar to other situations in number theory and random matrix theory. For example, originally "high" critical zeros of ζ(s) were shown to be well-modeled by the N → ∞ scaling limits the N × N GUE ensemble [Od1, Od2] ; however, for zeros with imaginary part about T a better fit is obtained by using finite N (in particular, N ∼ log T ; see [KeSn] ). 9 Wigner conjectured that as N → ∞ the spacing between adjacent normalized eigenvalues in the bulk of the spectrum of the N × N GOE ensemble tends to p W (s) = (πs/2) exp`−πs 2 /4´. He was led to this by assuming: (1) given an eigenvalue at x, the probability that another one lies s units to its right is proportional to s; (2) given an eigenvalue at x and I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , . . . any disjoint intervals to the right of x, then the events of observing an eigenvalue in I j are independent for all j; (3) the mean spacing between consecutive eigenvalues is 1.
10 The distribution is (π 2 /4)d 2 Ψ/dt 2 , where Ψ(t) is (up to constants) the Fredholm determinant of the operator
While this is true for number-theoretic systems with large numbers of data points, there is often not enough data for physical systems to make a similar claim. The number of energy levels from heavy nuclei in nuclear physics is typically between 100 and 2000, which can be insufficient to distinguish between GOE and GUE behavior (while we expect GOE from physical symmetries, there is a maximum of about a 2% difference in their cumulative distribution functions). Current research in quantum dots (see [Alh] ) shows promise for obtaining sufficiently large data sets to detect such subtle differences. was less than the sample mean. We compared this percentage to the three different values for the Tracy-Widom distribution and the value for the standard normal (which is just .5). As the four percentages are different, this comparison provides evidence that, of the four distributions, the second largest eigenvalues are modeled only by a β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution. We now briefly summarize our results and the conjecture they suggest. We concentrate on the families (see Remark , 32, 40, 50, 64, 80, 100, 126, 158, 200, 252, 316, 400, 502, 632, 796, 1002, 1262, 1588, 2000, 2516, 3168, 3990, 5022, 6324, 7962, 10022, 12618, 15886, 20000} , we randomly chose 1000 graphs from each family. We analyze the data for the 3-regular graphs in §2. As the results are similar, the data and analysis for the other families are available online at http://www.math.princeton.edu/mathlab/ramanujan/ (where we include our data for d = 3 as well).
• χ 2 -tests for goodness of fit. χ 2 -tests show that the distribution of the normalized eigenvalues λ ± (G) are well modeled by a β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution, although the other two Tracy-Widom distributions and the standard normal also provide good fits; see Tables  2 and 3. The χ 2 -values are somewhat large for small N ≤ 100, but once N ≥ 200 they are small for all families except for the connected bipartite graphs, indicating good fits. For the connected bipartite graphs, the χ 2 values are small for N large. This indicates that perhaps the rate of convergence is slower for connected bipartite graphs; we shall see additional differences in behavior for these graphs below. Further, on average the χ 2 -values are lowest for the β = 1 case. While this suggests that the correct model is a β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution, the data is not conclusive.
• Percentage of eigenvalues to the left of the mean. As remarked, the four distributions, while close, differ in the percentage of their mass to the left of their mean. By studying the percentage of normalized eigenvalues in a sample less than the sample mean, we see that the β = 1 distribution provides a better fit to the observed results; however, with sample sizes of 1000 all four distributions provide good fits (see Table 4 ). We therefore increased the number of graphs in the samples from 1000 to 100,000 for N ∈ {1002, 2000, 5002} for the four families; increasing the sample size by a factor of 100 gives us an additional decimal digit of accuracy in measuring the percentages. See Table 5 for the results; this is the most important experiment in the paper, and shows that for the families CI N,d , SCI N,d , and SCB N,d the β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution provides a significant fit, but the other three distributions do not. Thus we have found a statistic which is sensitive to very fine differences between the four normalized distributions. However, none of the four candidate distributions provide a good fit for the family CB N,d for these values of N . For this family the best fit is still with β = 1, but the z-statistics are high (between 3 and 4), which suggests that either the distribution of eigenvalues for d-regular connected bipartite graphs might not be given by a β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution, or that the rate of convergence is slower; note our χ 2 -tests suggests that the rate of convergence is indeed slower for the connected bipartite family. In fact, upon increasing N to 10022 we obtain a good fit for connected bipartite graphs; the z-statistic is about 2 for β = 1, and almost 5 or larger for the other three distributions. We shall see below that there are other statistics where this family behaves differently than the other three, strongly suggesting its rate of convergence is slower.
• Independence of λ ± (G). A graph is Ramanujan if |λ ± (G)| ≤ 1. For bipartite graphs it suffices to study λ + (G), as λ − (G) = −λ + (G). For the non-bipartite families, however, we must investigate both. For our non-bipartite families we computed the sample correlation coefficient 12 for λ + (G) and λ − (G) as G varied through our random sample of 1000 graphs with N vertices. For the SCI N,d families we found the correlation coefficients were quite small; when d = 3 they were in [−.0355, 0.0827]. For the CI N,d the values were larger, but still small. When d = 3 the correlation coefficients were in [−0.0151, 0.2868], and all but two families with at least 5000 vertices had a correlation coefficient less than .1 in absolute value (and the values were generally decreasing with increasing N ); see Figure  6 for the values. Thus the data suggests that λ ± (G) are independent (for non-bipartite families). 12 The sample correlation coefficient rxy is Sxy/ p SxxSyy, where Suv = P n i=1 (u i − u)(v i − v) (with u the mean of the u i 's). By Cauchy-Schwarz, |rxy| ≤ 1. If the x i and y i are independent then rxy = 0, though the converse need not hold.
• Percentage of graphs that are Ramanujan. Except occasionally for the connected bipartite families, almost always s ± (F N,d ) > m ± (F N,d ). Recall our normalization of the eigenvalues from (1.4):
Log-log plots of the differences between the sample means and the predicted values, and standard deviations yield behavior that is approximately linear as a function of log N , supporting the claimed normalization. Further, the exponents appear to be almost constant in N , depending mostly only on d (see Figure 4) . If this behavior holds as N → ∞ then in the limit approximately 52% of the time we have λ + (G) ≤ 2 √ d − 1 (and similarly about 52% of the time |λ
for bipartite graphs, this implies that about 52% of the time bipartite graphs will be Ramanujan. Non-bipartite families behave differently. Assuming λ + (G) and λ − (G) are independent, the probability that both are at most 2 √ d − 1 in absolute value is about 27% (52% · 52%). See Figure 7 for plots of the percentages and Conjecture 1.3 for exact statements of these probabilities. Unfortunately the rate of convergence is too slow for us to see the conjectured limiting behavior.
Based on our results, we are led to the following conjecture. Remark 1.4. The evidence for the above conjecture is very strong for three families. While the conjecture is likely to be true for the connected bipartite graphs as well, different behavior is observed for smaller N , though this may simply indicate a slower rate of convergence. For example, when we studied the percentage of eigenvalues to the left of the sample mean, this was the only family where we did not obtain good fits to the normalized β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution for N ≤ 5002, though we did obtain good fits at N = 10022 (see Table 5) 2 Results for 3-Regular Graphs For N ∈ {26, 32, 40, 50, 64, 80, 100, 126, 158, 200, 252, 316, 400, 502, 632, 796, 1002 For N ∈ {26, 32, 40, 50, 64, 80, 100, 126, 158, 200, 252, 316, 400, 502, 632, 796, , 1262 For N ∈ {26, 32, 40, 50, 64, 80, 100, 126, 158, 200, 252, 316, 400, 502, 632, 796, , 1588 For N ∈ {26, 32, 40, 50, 64, 80, 100, 126, 158, 200, 252, 316, 400, 502, 632, 796, , 2000 For N ∈ {26, 32, 40, 50, 64, 80, 100, 126, 158, 200, 252, 316, 400, 502, 632, 796, , 2516 , we randomly chose 1000 3-regular graphs from the families CI N,3 , SCI N,3 , CB N,3 and SCB N,3 . We analyzed the distributions of λ ± (G) for each sample using Matlab's eigs function 13 , and investigated whether or not it is well-modeled by the β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution. Further, we calculated what percent of graphs were Ramanujan as well as what percent of graphs had |λ ± (G)| less than the sample mean; these statistics help elucidate the behavior as the number of vertices tends to infinity.
Distribution of λ ± (G)
In Figure 3 we plot the histogram distribution of λ + (G) for CI N,3 ; the plots for the other families and for λ − (G) are similar. This is a plot of the actual eigenvalues. To determine whether or not the β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution (or another value of β or even a normal distribution) gives a good fit to the data we rescale the samples to have mean 0 and variance 1, and then compare the results to scaled Tracy-Widom distributions (and the standard normal). In Table 2 we study the χ 2 -values for the fits from the three Tracy-Widom distributions and the normal distribution. 13 The Matlab code was originally written to investigate bipartite graphs. The symmetry of the eigenvalues allowed us to just look at the second largest eigenvalue; when we ran the code for non-bipartite graphs, we originally did not realize this had been hardwired. Thus there we were implicitly assuming λ(G) = λ + (G), which is frequently false for non-bipartite graphs. This error led us to initially conjecture 52% of these graphs are Ramanujan in the limit, instead of the 27% we discuss later. ∈ {26, 32, 40, 50, 64, 80, 100, 126, 158, 200, 252, 316, 400, 502, 632, 796, 1002, 1262, 1588, 2000, 2516, 3168, 3990, 5022, 6324, 7962, 10022, 12618, 15886, 20000} . The sample distribution in each set is normalized to have mean 0 and variance 1, and is then compared to normalized Tracy-Widom distributions TW Table 3 : Summary of χ 2 -values: each set is 1000 random 3-regular graphs with N vertices from our families, with N ∈ {26, 32, 40, 50, 64, 80, 100, 126, 158, 200, 252, 316, 400, 502, 632, 796, 1002, 1262, 1588, 2000, 2516, 3168, 3990, 5022, 6324, 7962, 10022, 12618, 15886, 20000} . The sample distribution in each set is normalized to have mean 0 and variance 1, and is then compared to the normalized β = 1 Tracy-Widom distributions. There are 19 degrees of freedom, and the critical values are 30.1435 (for α = .05) and 36.1908 (for α = .01). As Table 2 shows, the three normalized Tracy-Widom distributions all give good fits, and even the standard normal gives a reasonable fit.
14 We divided the data into 20 bins and calculated the χ 2 -values; with 19 degrees of freedom, the α = .05 threshold is 30.1435 and the α = .01 threshold is 36.1908. 15 We investigate below another statistic which is better able to distinguish the four candidate distributions. We note that the normalized β = 1 distribution gives good fits as N → ∞ for all the families, as indicated by Table 3 . The fits are good for modest N for all families but the connected bipartite graphs; there the fit is poor until N is large. This indicates that the connected bipartite graphs may have slower convergence properties than the other families.
In Table 1 we listed the mass to the left of the mean for the Tracy-Widom distributions; it is 0.519652 for β = 1, 0.515016 for β = 2 and 0.511072 for β = 4 (note it is .5 for the standard normal). Thus looking at the mass to the left of the sample mean provides a way to distinguish the four candidate distributions; we present the results of these computations for each set of 1000 graphs from CI N,3 in Table 4 (the other families behave similarly). If θ obs is the observed percent of the sample data (of size 1000) below the sample mean, then the z-statistic
measures whether or not the data supports that θ pred is the percent below the mean. While the data in Table 4 suggests that the β = 1 Tracy-Widom is the best fit, the other three distributions provide good fits as well. As we expect the fit to improve as N increases, the last few rows of the table are the most important. In 5 of the last 10 rows the smallest z-statistic is with the β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution. Further, the average of the absolute values of the z-values for the last 10 rows are 0.861 (β = 1), 0.873 (β = 2), 0.960 (β = 4) and 1.341 (for the standard normal), again supporting the claim that the best fit is from the β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution. Table 4 : The mass to the left of the sample mean for λ + (G) from each set of 1000 3-regular graphs from CI N,3 and the corresponding z-statistics comparing that to the mass to the left of the mean of the three Tracy-Widom distributions (0.519652 for β = 1, 0.515016 for β = 2, 0.511072 for β = 4) and the standard normal (.500). We use the absolute value of the z-statistics for the means and medians. For a two-sided z-test, the critical thresholds are 1.96 (for α = .05) and 2.575 (for α = .01). For brevity we report only some of the values for N ∈ {26, 32, 40, 50, 64, 80, 100, 126, 158, 200, 252, 316, 400, 502, 632, 796, 1002, 1262, 1588, 2000, 2516, 3168, 3990, 5022, 6324, 7962, 10022, 12618, 15886, 20000}, but In order to obtain more conclusive evidence as to which distribution best models the second largest normalized eigenvalue, we considered larger sample sizes (100,000 instead of 1000) for all four families; see Table 5 for the analysis. While there is a sizable increase in run-time (it took on the order of a few days to run the simulations for the three different values of N for the four families), we gain a decimal digit of precision in estimating the percentages. This will allow us to statistically distinguish the four candidate distributions. This is the most important test in the paper. The results are striking, and strongly support that only the β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution models λ ± (G) (the results for λ − (G) were similar to those for λ + (G)). Except for SCB 1002,3 , for each of the families and each N the z-statistic increases in absolute value as we move from β = 1 to β = 2 to β = 4 to the standard normal. Further, the z-values indicate excellent fits with the β = 1 distribution for all N and all families except the 3-regular connected bipartite graphs; no other value of β or the standard normal give as good of a fit. In fact, the other fits are often terrible. The β = 4 and standard normal typically have z-values greater than 4; the β = 2 gives a better fit, but significantly worse than β = 1.
Thus, except for 3-regular connected bipartite graphs, the data is consistent only with a β = 1 Tracy-Widom distribution. In the next subsections we shall study the sample means, standard deviations, and percent of graphs in a family that are Ramanujan. We shall see that the 3-regular connected bipartite graphs consistently behave differently than the other three families (see in particular Figure 7 ). Table 5 : The mass to the left of the sample mean of λ + (G) for each set of 100,000 3-regular graphs from our four families (CI N,3 , SCI N,3 , CB N,3 and SCB N,3 ) , and the corresponding zstatistics comparing that to the mass to the left of the mean of the three Tracy-Widom distributions (0.519652 for β = 1, 0.515016 for β = 2, 0.511072 for β = 4) and the standard normal (.500). Discarded refers to the number of graphs where Matlab's algorithm to determine the second largest eigenvalue did not converge; this was never greater than 4 for any data set. For a twosided z-test, the critical thresholds are 1.96 (for α = .05) and 2.575 (for α = .01). 
Means and Standard Deviations
In Figure 4 we plot the sample means of sets of 1000 3-regular graphs chosen randomly from CI N,3 (connected perfect matchings), SCI N,3 (simple connected perfect matchings), CB N,3 (connected bipartite) and SCB N,3 (simple connected bipartite) against the number of vertices. Because of analogies with similar systems whose largest eigenvalue satisfies a Tracy-Widom distribution, we expect the normalization factor for the second largest eigenvalue to be similar to that in (1.7). As we do not expect that the factors will still be N 1/2 and N 1/6 , we consider the general normalization given in (1.4); for a 3-regular graph in one of our families we study
Remark 2.1. The most important parameters are the exponents m ± (F N,3 ) and s ± (F N,3 ); previous work [Fr2] (and our investigations) suggest that c µ,N,3,± < 0. Let us assume that, in the limit , 32, 40, 50, 64, 80, 100, 126, 158, 200, 252, 316, 400, 502, 632, 796, 1002, 1262, 1588, 2000, 2516, 3168, 3990, 5022, 6324, 7962, 10022, 12618, 15886 We record (some of) the best fit exponents in Table 6 ; the remaining values are similar. To simplify the calculations, we changed variables and did a log-log plot. Several trends can be seen from the best fit exponents in Table 6 . Most of the time, s ± (F N,3 ) > m ± (F N,3 ), which indicates that it is more likely in the limit that 52% (and not all) of the bipartite graphs are Ramanujan (and about 27% of the non-bipartite). Except for CB N,3 (connected bipartite graphs), only once is s + (F N,3 ) < m + (F N,3 ) ; for CB N,3 we have s + (F N,3 ) < m + (F N,3 ) approximately half of the time. Further, the best fit exponents s + (F N,3 ) and m + (F N,3 ) are mostly monotonically increasing with increasing N (remember all exponents are negative), and c µ,N,3,+ and c σ,N,3,+ do not seem to get too large or small (these are the least important of the parameters, and are dwarfed by the exponents). This suggests that either the relationship is more complicated than we have modeled, or N is not large enough to see the limiting behavior. While our largest N If the correct parameter is log N , it is unlikely that larger simulations will help. In Figure 5 we plot the N -dependence of the logarithm of the difference of the mean from 2 √ 2 versus the logarithm of −c µ,N,3,+ N m+(CIN,3) , as well as the best fit lines obtained by using all of the data and just the last 10 data points. As the plot shows, the slope of the best fit line (the key parameter for our investigations) noticeably changes in the region we investigate, suggesting that either we have not gone high enough to see the limiting, asymptotic behavior or that it is not precisely linear.
Independence of λ ± (G) in non-bipartite families
In determining what percentage of graphs in a non-bipartite family is Ramanujan, it is important to know whether or not λ + (G) and λ − (G) are statistically independent as G varies in a family. For example, if they are perfectly correlated the percentage could be 100%, while if they are perfectly anti-correlated it could be 0%.
In Figure 6 we plot the sample correlation coefficient for λ ± (G) for the non-bipartite families. For CI N,3 the values are generally positive and decreasing with increasing N ; for SCI N,3 the data appears uncorrelated, with very small coefficients oscillating about zero. As another test we compared the product of the observed probabilities that λ + (G) < 2 √ 2 and |λ − (G)| < 2 √ 2 to the observed probability that λ(G) < 2 √ 2; these values were virtually identical, which is what we would expect if λ ± (G) are statistically independent.
Figure 6: Sample correlation coefficients of λ ± (G): each set is 1000 random 3-regular graphs with N vertices, chosen according to the specified construction. We plot the sample correlation coefficient versus the logarithm of the number of vertices. CI N,3 are stars and SCI N,3 are triangles. 
Percentage of graphs that are Ramanujan
In Figure 7 we plot the percentage of graphs in each sample of 1000 from the four families that are Ramanujan (the first plot is the percentage against the number of vertices, the second is the percentage against the logarithm of the number of vertices). The most interesting observation is that, for the most part, the probability that a random graph from the bipartite families is Ramanujan is decreasing as N increases, while the probability that a random graph from the non-bipartite families is Ramanujan is oscillating in the range. 
